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Hindustan Institute of Technology & Science (HITS), a deemed to be University, is one of the most sought after institutions in Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India offering a wide spectrum of Undergraduate, Postgraduate, Research and Doctoral Programmes in diverse fields of Engineering, Technology, Architecture, Management, Fashion, Arts and Design, Aviation, and Arts and Sciences.

HITS is accredited with an “A” Grade by the National Assessment & Accreditation Council (NAAC), Govt. of India; approved by AICTE; HITS is reputed for its highly qualified and competent faculty and excellent infrastructural facilities for curricular and extracurricular activities. The student community comprises of students from all over India and Overseas. The institution hosts 14 Centres of Excellence with sophisticated and advanced facilities for focused Research. The institution has established global collaborations with Institutes and Industries to promote Faculty & Student Exchange Programmes, Joint Research, Consultancy Projects, Conferences and Events. HITS is renowned for its accomplishments in Sports. World-class play courts over 15 acres designed exclusively for indoor and outdoor games, and recreational activity is worth mentioning. Besides, Y’s Men International, Round Table India, Rotary International, National Cadet Corps (NCC), National Service Scheme (NSS), Youth Red Cross (YRC), and Student Clubs are active all over the year.

HITS is bestowed with Good Green Governance Award for the seventh consecutive time in recognition of environment friendly initiatives in its lush green campus. The institute ensures that highest standards of quality is implemented in all spheres to build a strong future for the student community and nation at large.
The office of International affairs (OIA) works to make the Hindustan Institute of Technology and Science (HITS) a global hub for Higher Education. In the 21st Century, international engagement is not an option anymore: as noted in HITS’s Academic plan, it is core mission, essential to thriving, intellectually robust, academic community. It is part of the normal functioning of every school, department and center.

We provide services for international aspirants, students, interns, faculty and scholars enrolled or have come as exchange students or faculty to HITS. Our goal is to enable Foreign and NRI students to have a successful academic, cultural and personal experiences while studying with us. Our office facilitates student and staff exchange programs (as part of MoUs signed with partners, Mevlana, Erasmus+ exchange programs), twinning programmes, joint research, study abroad, summer program, International study tour, competitions, cultural exchanges and youth festival, internships, etc for our students and faculty to gain international exposure through an extensive network of partner collaborators. At HITS, we view the presence of international students on our campus as an opportunity for students and community members to gain broader knowledge of the diverse and multicultural world we share. The office of International affairs organize numerous activities for national and international students and provide information about partner universities, exchange possibilities and scholarships.

HITS places strong emphasis on its international relations and maintain a close network with our partner institutions. After signing over 110+ MoUs with various universities and institutions in more than 35 countries, our campus is witnessing an exponential growth in the collaborative R&D activities, Student Exchange, Faculty Exchange, Study Abroad, Summer Programs, Guest Lectures, International conferences, Co-Supervision of Research scholars, etc., We have been active in Mevlana Exchange Program and now joined Erasmus+ Program. Guest lecturers from abroad are regularly invited to deliver special talk at our campus. We encourage all our students to spend at least one semester abroad, either at a university or for a work placement. We also have signed an MoU with AISEC through which students apply for internship abroad and HITS is able to source interns with foreign perspective to spend 3 months-one year with us. Students also have the opportunity to learn foreign languages in the courses offered by our Language Center.

INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR FACULTY & STAFF MEMBERS

- Academic Staff Exchange
- Faculty on Deputation
- Joint Research & Consultancy
- Moocs and Virtual Class Rooms
- International Conference
- International Delegate Visits

INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS

- Semester Exchange
- Study Abroad
- Twinning Programs
- Summer Program
- Internships and Placements
- Guest Lecture, Seminar and Workshop
- International Competitions
- Cultural Exchange
- International Day
- Global Volunteer Program
- Study Tour
- Short Term Courses
**SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS**

A Special program in English, Hindi, Indian History, Indian Culture and Business is taking off well among international students. The objectives of the course are to develop language skills and familiarize with history, culture and business in India. Today this course is popular among students from Korea, Iran, Japan and other countries. Many students after completing this program take up internship in India and get placed in International companies in India.

**COURSES OFFERED FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS**

**SUMMER COURSES FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS (2-21 Credits)**

**GENERAL**
- Indian History & Culture
- Indian Business
- Indian Languages
- Indian Economics
- Indian Fashion

**TECHNICAL**
- Autotronics
- Business Analytics
- Cloud Computing
- Nano Technology
- Robotics

**SHORT TERM COURSES (1 Month - 6 Months)**

- EIBIS - English, Indian Business & Indian Culture
- Business Mind Programme
- SECIS - Special English Courses for International Students
- SEHIS - Special English and Hindi for International Students
- EICIS - English & Indian Culture for International Students
- Basic Technical English & Science - A bridge course for students of Non-English Speaking Countries
- Sandwich programme (EIBIS/SEHIS + 3 Technical subjects)

**SCHOLARSHIPS**

Some exchange partners and foreign governments offer scholarship to our students and faculty for semester exchange, higher studies & research. These are subject to change and may not be available every semester. Examples include:

- Turkey-Yildiz Technical University – Mevlana Exchange Program
- Korea-Korean Aero Space, Dongguk University, Global Korean Scholarship
- Thailand-Naresuan University for Higher studies
- Sweden-KTH Royal Institute of Technology
- Taiwan-CJCU for cultural Exchange
- China-SIAS International University
- Europe-Erasmus+ Exchange program
- France-French Government Scholarship
- USA-Harvard Summer Program
- AICTE scholarship

**HOW TO APPLY?**

Our website contains detailed information about applying for Programmes at HITS. If you would like further guidance with your application, contact our Admission / International office.

**OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS**

**CONTACT PERSON**

Dr. Ilavazhagan
Director-International Affairs & Research
Email: ilavazhagan@hindustanuniv.ac.in
Tel: +91 44 2747 4262/4395

Address: No. 1, Rajiv Gandhi Salai (OMR), Padur, (via) Kelambakkam, Chennai - 603 103
Website: www.hindustanuniv.ac.in
Central Library (Dr. K. C. G. Verghese Research and Resource Centre) received the award for “Excellence In Built Environment and Artists in Concrete Award” Asia 2012.

- Total carpet area of 65,000 sq. ft. spread over three floors.
- Centralized air-conditioned
- Over 1,20,000 volumes of Books
- More than 35000 E-Journals and E-Books, with online databases.
- Book Bank
- Digital Library

**Dr. K.C.G. Verghese Research & Resource Centre**

**Jupiter Hostel**

**Features**

- Aesthetically designed facilities
- Common study room and computers on each floor
- Assured personal safety, security and well-being
- Biometric access control
- Disciplined environment conductive for study
- Eco-friendly environment and serene ambience
- Professionally managed and well-maintained facility
- Mini theater and gaming facility
- Department store
- Indoor and outdoor games facilities (basketball, volleyball, badminton, table tennis, etc)
- Gymnasium
- Pantry in every floor
- Food outlets
- Deluxe restaurant and catering service
Hindustan Institute of Technology and Science aims to be one of the top research universities by the end of this decade. Its ethos is based upon a belief that every man has the ability to make a positive impact / difference to the world through free-thinking and hard work. Its research ethos reflects a continuous commitment to academic research, creativity and innovation, responsibility and excellence. HITS is committed to research in varied facets of engineering, management and liberal arts, undertaken through its focused research centres and strong industry networks and partnerships.

RESEARCH CENTRES

- Centre for Sensors and Process Control (CENSE)
- Centre for Clean Energy and Nano Convergence (CENCON)
- Centre for Photonics and Lidar Research (CEPLR)
- Centre for Aircraft Maintenance (TIFAC)
- Centre for Autonomous Systems (CAS)
- Centre for Sustainable Technologies (CST)
- Centre for Structural Impact Crush Simulation (SIMCRASH)
- Machine Intelligence and Data Analysis Research Centre (MIDARC)
- Centre for Simulation and Engineering Design Facility (SIEMENDES)
- Centre for Networking and Cyber Defense (CNCD)
- Centre for Higher Education Leadership Management (HELM)
- Centre for Automation and Robotics (ANRO)
- Centre for Defense Technology Studies (CDTS)

FUNDED RESEARCH PROJECTS

- (Newton Bhabha) - Four Projects
- DRDO – 10 Projects
- DAE- BRNS, NBHM (3 Projects)
- MNRE- 2 Projects
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
TO STRENGTHEN RESEARCH, EDUCATION AND TRAINING